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PRESENTING ITALIAN COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE FORMS
OF ADJECTIVES TO COLLEGE L2 BEGINNERS

Ilona Klein
Loyola College in Maryland
Department of Modem Languages and Literatures
Baltimore, MD

Abstract
This study treats the necessity to de-emphasize the focus on grammar teaching alone in L2, and to introduce
methods which are not teacher-centered, so as to enable students to interact more among each other.
By using comparative and superlative forms of adjectives - but in reality using a sequence of teaching
techniques that could be applied to other grammatical situations - this article presents the use of sea shells as a
visual and tactile aid which allows students to shift their L2 efforts from an abstract notion to a concrete usa_g_e.
This study offers a tool to attempt a balance between a grammatical/theoretical method and a Natural
Approach technique.

Introduction

While varied and interactive pedagogical techniques must be employed at every level of
L2, they become crucial when teaching beginners. 1 Instructors should make ample use of
realia, newspaper advertisements, magazine clippings, cookbooks, and other situational
materials which can guide students toward successful use of the target language (TL). Today,
most textbook publishers provide teachers with an array of ancillary material which can be
effectively integrated in foreign language (L2) instruction.· By combining several techniques
and varying classroom activities, instructors have a better chance to retain students' interest
and motivation.
·
Recognizing results of recent research, instructors can de-emphasize the focus on
grammar alone and introduce instead lively methods which are not teacher-centered to allow
students to interact among themselves. While studies indicate that students certainly profit
from some type of grammar feedback, this gain should not replace a more intuitive
development of L2 skills (Bailey). As we still do not know exactly how second language
acquisition (SLA) takes place, whether a single learning process benefits all students, or even
a single successful L2 method .does (probably not), classroom strategies must be varied in
order to expose different students with different learning patterns to several L2 methods. In
other words, teachers must try to reach a balance between communicative performance and
grammar competence in the classroom. "Grammatical explanations should be cohesive and
concise, presented through an inductive ·and experiential methodology" (Herschensohn, 457).
Discussion

This study targets novice-low and novfoe-mid level students (ACTFL Guidelines). For
the purpose of this essay, class situations will be described in English; in reality lessons are
conducted in L2 throughout. Although I specifically focus on Italian comparative and
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superlative forms of adjectives, classroom techniques described here are so flexible that they
can be applied with very few modifications to other curricular L2s.
What follows is the description of one way of teaching comparatives and superlatives to
second semester L2 students at the college/university level. Usually, comparative and
superlative forms of adjectives appear in second semester syllabi of elementary level L2
college students. 2 Moreover - except for sporadic superlative locutions which dot dialogues
in earlier chapters (tres bien, sehr gut, muy bien, molto bene, etc ... ) and for which no
syntactic textual elaboration is provided - generally comparatives are presented formally
before introducing superlative patterns.
These L2 structures (comparatives with di or che, superlatives in the compound- and in
suffix,,forms ee. . below-). . at"e-g~n~r:ally-eonfusing-fer- stu0ent-s-wh0-Fepert- that -the-eeneept-i
difficult to learn unless they can apply it to something meaningful to them. 3 In Italian, the
choice between comparatives in di and in che puzzles students.
The use of sea shells to introduce comparatives and superlatives has proven beneficial in
my classes for many reasons: 1) Since students rarely acquire adjective agreement in first
semester, this is a productive way also to "spiral" adjectives without concentrating specifically
on base degrees of adjectives. 2) By introducing the structures with sea shells, students find
the L2 pattern easier to use and adopt for communicative exercises because of
personalization. 3) Sea shells offer a visual aid to the oral/written L2 production, shifting
students' efforts from the abstract notion to the concrete usage. Sea shells also offer
something tactile on which students can work, so that they place their energy on the shells
rather than on grammar. The focus of their grammar-related uneasiness is switched from
comparatives and superlatives to a tangential object.

Method
At the end of the lesson immediately preceding the class period in which comparative
forms will be introduced for the first time, I devote no more than four or five minutes to
work on piu (more) and meno (less). 4 In Italian specifically, students are not caught by
surprise, because piu not only signifies 'more,' but also the mathematical 'plus.' Likewise,
meno indicates both 'less' and 'minus.' Hence, in Italian (and in other Romance languages)
the instructor can present the quantifiers piu and men'? by reviewing and executing
collectively in class some simple L2 arithmetic through additions and subtractions. By
"spiraling" numbers thorough cooperative learning (something students do from early on in
the curriculum), students are exposed to the comparative quantifiers piu and meno, although
these still are not being presented formally as part of adjectival expressions. 5 In Italian the
two quantifiers piu and meno modify the head of the comparative structures: Questo gatto e
piu stanco di quello, 'This cat is more tired than that one,' ('This cat A is more tired than that
cat B'). Here the 'target cat' (B) is introduced by di. Instead, when a comparison of
inequality does not focus on the differences existing between two subjects/objects (in the
previous example, the difference in the extent of sleepiness between cat A and cat B) but
refers instead to two adjectives both pertaining to the same subject (Questo gatto e piu stanco
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che ammalato, 'This cat is more tired than it is sick') the comparative form calls for a
different construction in which the target of the comparison (ammalato in this case) is
introduced by che rather than by di.
I propose that the use of sea shells in class to present comparative and superlative
structures of adjectives can successfully blend and balance a teacher-centered grammatical and
theoretical method with a more student-centered, communicative and spiraling technique.
Indeed, this method applies to a certain extent Krashen ' s Natural Approach notion of i + I ,
where i stands for comprehensible input, or the learner's level of competence, to which is
added information just above the current level of proficiency. After reviewing in class the
quantifiers piu and meno, as part of their homework - and here the method diverges from
Krashen's inductive notion of SLA - students are asked to read the chapter pertaining to
comparative forms of adjectives in their contrastive English/Italian grammar by Adorni &
Primorac. 'fhi-s assign1t1enr consti u es their ...preview phase' for the following lesson. It is
true that from the point of view of a pure Natural Approach theory these grammatical
structures appear without meaningful interaction, however according to other studies
(Herschensohn, Long) some kind of grammatical frame can be helpful to students.

Procedures
To begin the first lesson on comparatives, I bring to class three pairs of objects. 6 The
first pair is formed by two identical objects (for example, two empty glass jars). The second
and third pair are constituted by similar objects in each pair, however each in different
condition (for instance, the second pair might be of two pencils, one new and long, the other
much shorter and dirty; the third pair might be two magazines, one new and shiny, the other
old wrinkled and tom). Any three pairs of objects will do, as long as one includes two
absolutely identical objects. After visibly di playing the objects in pairs, they are set on the
teacher's desk separately (for instance the two pencils on the right, in the middle the two
glass jars, and the pair of magazines on the left). Behind, on the blackboard, I draw a visible
= (equal) sign in correspondence to the two glass jars; a> (more than) sign on one end of the
board, near the pencils; and a < (less than) sign at the other end, corresponding to the
magazines.
By now, the students who did their assigned pre-reading a~ homework (and hence are
now working deductively) know··t hat the class lesson will treat comparative fonns of equality
and of inequality. However, students working inductively - those who were not prepared
for class do catch up soon (concordant with the Natural Approach method). The point to be
underscored is, given a general grammatical frame as background reading, students
concentrate in class on the functional use of comparatives.
Lifting the pencils, one in each hand, I briefly point to the > sign, then enunciate twice in
L2 the predictable 'This pencil is longer [more long, in Italian] than that pencil.' Second
semester students are familiar with the lexical content of the phrase, so they intuitively
concentrate on the new concept of the comparison of inequality.
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The procedure is repeated for the two magazines (pointing to the < sign on the
blackboard first, and then saying twice in L2 'This magazine is Less old than that magazine.')
and lastly for the two identical empty glass jars ("This jar is as clean as that jar" or
transparent/clear/dirty/chipped/whatever). In addition to the objects described so far, I bring
to class a large bag containing different types of sea shells, ranging from simple, bleached,
wqm shells to elaborate, shiny and elegant shells. I employ sea shells for several reasons: the
are easy to handle ("user friendly!"), attractive and light enough to carry around. They keep
quite nicely year after year and are relatively hardy objects. They are freely available in large
quantities along beaches and for a modest sum in stores. 7 There are some tens of thousands
of different species, so that, potentially, many adjectives can be employed as describers. (Not
to mention the fact that, phonetically, conchiglia [kof) ki a], 'sea shell,' presents interesting
pronunciation challenges which students can practice to improve pronunciation). 8 It is
di ffic ult to find another class of objects with so many rich and different characteristics.
Shells need not be "nice." In my experience, the more diversified the collection, the better.
Old, chipped, curved shells will do just as well as colorful, large, flat shells. Most
importantly, the use of sea shells makes students comfortable and helps focus off grammar
and on content. Once, I explained comparatives and superlatives with beautiful international
postal stamps with somewhat less success. 9 I suspect that this is due to the fact that postal
stamps are two-dimensional objects, while students' L2 response seems to be accentuated with
some type of physical activity and enhanced by use of three-dimensional objects.
After students choose and take six to ten sea shells each, they are encouraged,
collectively, to list descriptive adjectives in L2 for the shells they hold. As students list
adjectives, these are written on the board. Since conchiglia is feminine singular, I record on
the board the feminine singular form of the adjectives mentioned in class, so that
morphological transformations will not be needed.
It is pleasantly surprising to observe how many appropriate descriptors are cited in L2.
Of course, one hears the predictable Lunga 'long,' corta 'short,' bella 'beautiful,' brutta
'ugly,' rotta 'broken,' pulita 'clean,' vecchia 'old,' liscia 'smooth,' ruvida 'rough,' bianca
'white,' rosa 'pink,' (and including the whole spectrum of colors), sporca 'dirty,' and so on.
A few class members, and without the use of a dictionary, will list adjectives such as opaca
'opaque,' trasparente 'clear,' lucida 'polished,' piatta 'flat,' a spirale 'spiral,' and other
pertinent describers.

These adjectives are recorded in Italian on the board in opposing semantic pairs, so that
students who do not know the meaning of one might gather it from the other adjective
opposing it. For instance, on the blackboard one reads on separate lines "pretty -:/:. ugly," "old
-:/:. new," "chipped -I=- whole," etc. 10 This list is created out of context because it is meant
merely as an inventory to which students may glance if they need to recall a specific
adjective during their exercises with sea shells.
The more a student is encouraged to work tangibly and meaningfully with objects and
hence contextualize a practical and significant linguistic situation, the more information that
student will retain and later recall, facilitating the shift of L2 acquisition from short- to long~
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term memory. Students should be encouraged to walk around the classroom feeling with their
hands and expressing in TL what they experience.
Also the instructor chooses about ten shells with which to initiate examples of
comparatives (and later, superlatives) by holding the two most dissimilar exemplars in front
of the students. First using the pattern piu ... di (' more ... than ' ), several L2 examples are
given for many pairs (questa conchiglia e piu bella/scuralinteressantelpiatta di quella, this
sea shell is more beautiful/darker/more intriguing/flatter than that one ' ). Next, the pattern
meno ... di ('less ... than' ) is introduced in the same manner. Then, students are encouraged to
contribute their own examples of inequality comparatives by holding up and describing their
own sea shells to the others in class. Also, they walk around the class, looking at others '
shells and comparing their own against others ' . Students form oral sentences and exchange
phrases about their sea shells. Sometimes, they even wap sea shells. Only after masteri ng
ineqoalily comparatives, are comparatives of equality then similarly presented.
Comparatives of equality (tanto ... quanto or cosi .. . come, 'as .. . as' ), are introduced by
showing some remarkably similar sea shells ('This shell is as big as that one,' ' ... as dark as
... '). At the same time, I also use dissimilar exemplars with at least one characteristic in
common (Questa conchiglia e ranto pulita quarzto quella, or ... cosi pulita come quella, 'This
sea shell is as clean as that one .' ) - holding fo r instance a big white shell, and a smaller,
brown shell in spiral shape. It is helpful. to mix and match the sea shells in several ways, so
as to increase students' creativity and avoid their forming equal ity cornpari ons only among
relatively similar exemplars. Again, students make up their exam ples while exchanging
shells.
During this first lesson on comparatives, before bringing the class back together to
conclude the session, there is yet one more Italian grammatical point which must be presented
pertaining to comparisons of inequality. When the comparison is not built between two
objects (comparing sea shell A against sea shell B), but instead refers to two
adjectives/adverbs both pertaining to the same subject ('Our camping tent is wider than it is
long') the Italian construction calls for a different form, in which the target of the comparison
is introduced by che rather than by di (Sono piu ottimista che demoraliu,ato, 'I am more
optimistic than I am disheartened,' or, for the example of the camping tent above, La nostra
tenda e piu larga che Lunga). In essence, the introducer che is used instead of di when both
the head of comparison as well as the target of comparison refer to the same subject. 11 To
illustrate this in class, I hold up the most elongated and narrow shell I can manage to find,
point to its length and to its width, and say in L2 'This sea shell is longer than it is wide.'
Some of the students' examples following mine are interestingly strange, yet grammatical.
For instance, they will inevitably invent L2 sentences such as 'This shell is cleaner than it is
old,' or 'This shell is more opaque than it is rough. ' However, the main idea has been
conveyed. If there happens to be any time to spare before the end of class, students can
either continue to walk about the classroom showing their sets of shells and sharing their
examples of comparatives of equality and inequality with one another, or start writing some
of the sentences they produced orally so far.
,
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The second lesson on comparatives usually begins with an oral review of L2 comparative
patterns learned the previous time followed by some simple written descriptions of the shells.
Sufficient peer-review time in the target language is allotted during class for the writing
exercises to be completed by the end of the lesson. Students work in small groups and read
and listen to each others' sentences. This is also a good time to introduce colored posters
about holidays and beach vacations, so as to provide yet other meaningful contexts in which
comparatives can operate: students can compare their vacations, the behavior of their pets,
their own likes and dislikes, their family members, and - of course - the sandy beaches
and sea shells, etc.
Lesson three is devoted to the relative superlative forms of adjectives which are
introduced in a manner parallel to the system adopted for comparative forms. Several sea
sh~lls are randomly distrib_u ~d to each student at the next class meeting. After briefly
reviewing orally all forms of the comparatives, on an overhead projector I show tne drawing
of a mountain range, one peak of which is much higher than the others. The next
transparency presents several pencils, one of which is much shorter than the others. The third
picture displays several human faces, one of which is clearly happier than the others, etc.
Pointing to the object which stands out among the others of the group, students hear Questa
montagna e la piu alta di tutte, 'This mountain is the highest of all' (or, Questa e la piu alta
montagna di tutte, ' This is the highest mountain of all'), and similar examples for each of the
other drawings. Next, looking at the shells and finding appropriate exemplars, I say Questa
conchiglia e la piu leggera di tutte, questa conchiglia e la piu interessante di tutte, questa
conchiglia e la piu corta di tutte , ('This sea shell is the lightest of all,' 'This sea shell is most
intriguing of all,' 'This sea shell is the shortest of all,'), etc. Then students offer other
examples, often drawing from the same list of descriptive adjectives used for comparative
forms (it is helpful to prepare the semantic pairs on a transparency). Students then work in
small peer-groups and share sea shells and examples.
After a while, students report that they are comfortable with their new patterns of relative
superlative forms (and simultaneously their instructor is imperceptibly introducing absolute
superlative forms through feedback molto bene, benissimo, etc., 'very well').
The last topic to be presented remains the absolute superlative, with which many students
are intuitively familiar at this point in the semester, but for w.hich a syntactic structure has not
yet been discovered. Again with the help of drawings on transparencies, f show the
caricature of a very rich woman, then one of a very old man, followed by a very thin dog.
While pointing to these illustrations, students hear Italian examples of absolute superlative
forms both in their adverbial/adjectival composite pattern (molto + adjective form, motto
ricca, 'very rich' f.sg., molto vecchio, 'very old' m.sg., molto magro, 'very thin' m.sg.) and in
their alternative suffix --issimo forms (ricchissima, vecchissimo, magrissimo ).
First, I create pertinent examples with the sea sheils at my disposal, then students offer
theirs. After some minutes, they work in peer-groups, creating sentences both with relative
and with absolute superlative forms first orally, then in writing. Later, each group chooses a
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spokesperson who is responsible for sharing the most creative examples with the rest of the
class.

In order to devote some time to "spiraling," the last minutes of class are committed to
reviewing the comparative forms of equality and inequality by talking about holidays,
vacations, school subjects, friends, beaches and sea shells.

Conclusions
Feedback from students has always been positive concerning this methodology. 12 They
report that they enjoy working with the sea shells because they are tactile and original.
Moreover, at the end of the semester among the evaluation sheets there is a sizeable number
of students who comment positively and enthusiastically about the idea of learning
comparative and superlative forms of Italian adjectives with the use of sea shells. They
report experiencing less class anxiety and say these lessons are fun. Since students' oral L2
production emerges in stages, in the case of Italian comparatives and superlatives the
extensive use of tactile three-dimensional objects helps focus away from TL grammar and
encourages immediate production in L2. "Instructors often make the language more studentcentered by placing the grammar in context, minimizing the skill-getting time and maximizing
skill-using within a cultural frame" (Wieczorek). During the lessons, sometimes vocabulary
recognition and syntax are not necessarily connected, but at other times syntax may control
vocabulary. At any rate, the teacher supplies the first complete input followed by examples
from students who create theirs within a meaningful context. With this in mind, it is
important to "spiral" comparatives and superlatives in their adjectival and adverbial forms as
often as possible after formal class introduction, because frequency in usage influences
memory and retrieval procedures (Bybee). As other base forms of adjectives are learned,
instructors can incorporate questions implying comparisons with other situational experiences
familiar to students. Classroom techniques and ancillary materials must be carefully
integrated. They must balance intelligently the importance of a more or less spontaneous L2
production with the place and effectiveness of overt grammatical explanations. Performance
and competence of students can be two entirely different things and both are effectively
reinforced through communicative activities and through "recycling/spiraling" exercises.

Endnotes
I.

I am grateful to Rosine Turner (U. Wisc.-Madison) for her seminal ideas, and to Joe Wieczorek (Loyola
College in MD) and Thomas Cravens (U. Wisc.-Madison) for their suggestions.

2.

Specifically, at Loyola College in Maryland, the texts adopted for elementary Italian level courses are
Merlonghi/Merlonghi/fursi and Adomi/Primorac. Comparatives and superlatives appear in Merlonghi' s chapters
17 and 18 respectively, generally corresponding to second semester (or third quarter) curricula.

3.

Generally textbooks provide comprehensive charts for comparatives and superlatives. Often, however, analytic
and synthetic fonns appear either next to each other, or vague and summary explanations are given on their
different fonnations . Moreover, the difference between adverbial and adjectival forms is confusing to L2
beginners and textbooks do not explain the distinction clearly enough.
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4.

This strategy offers more immediate applications to adjectival (and adverbial) comparative/superlative forms
within the Romance languages than within Germanic languages, due to their different pattern of comparatives.

5.

This brief arithmetical review can be kept lively by dividing the class in two or more arbitrary groups, each
challenging the others. The entire exercise should not last longer than four or five minutes, otherwise it
becomes tedious for students.

6.

At Loyola College all language courses meet 3 x week (50' each lesson).

7.

To purchase shells, visit a hobby shop or a pet store which carries beautifully intriguing and varied exemplars
for aquariums or for hermit crabs--you do not have to buy a pet crab to buy the shells! When buying shells
at a store, and depending on class size, the cost might run about $35.

8.

For anglophones studying Italian, consonant clusters ch and g!ill. are useful for reinforcing recognition of
orthograpbic conventions. Other consonants present pronunciation problems: while [fJk] is perfectly natural to
anglophones, LJ - the gem, nate paTatal7ateral - contains a difficult souncHor-anglophenes. GonGhig-lia-is
the only new word students will need to remember for this exercise.

9.

For a success story with stamps, cfr. Nuessel & Cicogna.

I0. A typical list of semantic pairs invented by students in second semester L2 includes: bella -J brutta, lunga -J
corta, grande :I: piccola, pesante :/:: leggera, larga :I: stretta, piatta :I: convessa, sottile -J spes a, bassa -J alta,
vecchia -J nuova, intera -J roua, liscia f. ruvida, pulita f. sporca, chiara -J i9!!!!, inte ressante -J comune, rotonda
-J a spirale, opaca -J lucida, trasparente :/:. colorata, nera -1: colorata, ~ f. dritta, circolare :I: sguaclrata (pretty
-1: ugly, long :I: short, big -J small, heavy -J light , wide -1: narrow, flat -J convex, thin i= thick, short:/:. tall, old
f. new, whole -J broken, smooth:/:. rough, clean -J dirty, light ,J: dark, interesting f. common, round-ish :/:. spiralish, opaque :I: glossy, transparent -J colored, black -J colored, curved -J straight, circular f. square-ish.

I I. This is an extremely simplified view of the rule, however it well serves its purpose here. For an in-depth study,
cfr. Battye.
12.

I have been using sea shells for comparatives and superlatives for over one decade.
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